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Imagination is more important than knowledge. 
(Albert Einstein) 
 
People who never make mistakes are those who never try new things.  
(Albert Einstein)  
 
The distance of 1000 miles starts by a single step. 
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ER'YTN D'N NURPERMADI. ,4320100235. CONFLICTS OF CULTURAL VALUES
REFLECTED IN JHLTMPA LAHIRI'S THE NAMESAKE: A SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY OF
I-ITER{TLTRE RESEARCH PAPER MLryTAMMADIYAH UNIVERSITY OF SURAKARTA.
2014.
The research is proposed to analyse conflicts of cultural values in "The Natnesake"
novel by using Sociological Perspective. The major problem in this article is to explain hor,v the
conflicts of cuitural values happen in Jhumpa Lahiri's "The Namesake". The object of study is
"The Namesake" novel written by Jhumpa Lahiri.
Qualitative study is a method which is used to analyze conflicts of cultural values
reflected in the novel. The primary data is taken from the novel itself and the secondary data
sources are other resources related the study such as dictionary, lvebsite, some books that support
the analysis. The techniques of collecting data are reading the original novel several tirne,
determining the character that r,vill be analyzed, taking note of the imporlant thing both the
primary data and secondary data. and classifring and determining the relevant data. The
techniclues of data analysis are as follows: the first is analyzing of the novel, the second is
analyzingthe data based on sociological perspective.
'Ihe results of this sfudy are as follows. First, based on the structural analysis of each
element, it shows that the character and characterization, setting, plot, point of vier,v, style, ancl
theme are related to each other and form the unity into a good quality novel. Second, based on
Sociological Perspective. the conciusion is that the second generation of Indian immigrant in
America prefer to use Inclian culture but the second generation of Indian pret'er to use Atnerican
culture.
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ABSTRACT 
The research is proposed to analyse conflicts of cultural values in “The Namesake” 
novel by using Sociological Perspective. The major problem in this article is to explain how the 
conflicts of cultural values happen in Jhumpa Lahiri’s “The Namesake”. The object of study is 
“The Namesake” novel written by Jhumpa Lahiri.  
Qualitative study is a method which is used to analyze conflicts of cultural values 
reflected in the novel. The primary data is taken from the novel itself and the secondary data 
sources are other resources related the study such as dictionary, website, some books that 
support the analysis. The techniques of collecting data are reading the original novel several 
time, determining the character that will be analyzed, taking note of the important thing both the 
primary data and secondary data, and classifying and determining the relevant data. The 
techniques of data analysis are as follows: the first is analyzing of the novel, the second is 
analyzing the data based on sociological perspective. 
The results of this study are, first, based on the structural analysis of each element, it 
shows that the character and characterization, setting, plot, point of view, style, and theme are 
related to each other and form the unity into a good quality novel. Second, based on Sociological 
Perspective, the conclusion is that the second generation of Indian immigrant in America prefer 
to use Indian culture but the second generation of Indian prefer to use American culture,   
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